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Conducting Polymers
Because solar and wind power produce electricity intermittently, electricity needs to be stored in large batteries composed of materials of high abundancy. X. Crispin and co-workers demonstrate, in article number 1500305, that paper functionalized with a conducting polymer constitutes a promising electrode for supercapacitors, and potentially batteries. Atomic force microscopy reveals cellulose nanofibers with a conducting polymer coating, as demonstrated in the paper battery of the cover image.
Silicon Nanocrystals
Silicon nanocrystals (ncSi) displaying sizedependent optoelectronic properties functionalized with cationic surface groups are synthesized through a versatile alkyl-halide surface intermediate. In article number 1500263, together with anionic functionalized ncSi developed by the same group, G. A. Ozin and co-workers envision numerous combinations to observe the interplay between large and small, cationic and anionic silicon nanocrystals.
Electrocatalysis
Perovskite oxides represent one category of efficient electrocatalysts for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), a key reaction that enables conversion and storage of sustainable but intermittent energy sources. In article number 1500187, Z. Shao and co-workers identify-through a synergistic codoping strategy-a series of cobalt-based perovskite oxides that are both active and stable for OER in alkaline media. By tailoring the concentrations of less OER-active dopants, tunable electrocatalytic activity is demonstrated.
With the advent of many novel nanoplatforms, the goal of personalized cancer treatment is closer to realization today than ever before. Two types of biologically safe inorganic nanoparticles are explored in this short review article: those with biodegradable properties, and those that are renal-clearable. 
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